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《字体改革》

内容概要

《字体改革》内容简介：This book features the latest fonts and focuses on both the details and atmosphere of
the fonts design According to the exhibition subject, this book is divided into three parts: applied fonts, funny
fonts, and varied fonts This book that is truly unique, innovative, and memorable.
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章节摘录

版权页：插图：The Dharma lounge has come to fruition through the exploration of using text as both structure
and decoration. The purpose of this chair is to create a situation where the participant is embraced by the
possibilities of creating a relationship with the object based on personal / communal experiences and memories,
substantiating the Life of the product. Memories are intrinsic to human nature; we treasure these moments through
out our lives. Thus, as the individual encounters the chair and revisits the hidden text a new experiential moment is
attained, for the individual mindset is different every time.The text hidden within the structural make up of this
product has been chosen for its wide range of meaning and interpretation, the possibilities are endless. In our
highry competitive market today there are more and more product services available to the consumer allowing
them to customize a particular product to suit their own lifestyle needs. The Dharma lounge offers flexibility.
Manufactured with a predetermined set of textual patterns based on preliminary human factors research; Palette
Industries can also make available the possibility to the individual to work in collaboration with the designers to
create a personalized piece of furniture that would grow with them evolving over time. The shell of the Dharma
lounge is fabricated from water-based, water-borne, nontoxic, laminating, and casting material combined with a
natural fiber as an al ternative to conventional fiber glass resin applications. This particular material offers a more
environmentally aware choice without the usual health risks or fumes, off gassing and intensive la bour
requirements generally associated with conventional or formaldehyde based resin systems. The chromed steel legs
are intricately bent to the appropriate dimensions connecting in the center to a cast aluminum cross section to
allow for ease of assembly and shipping.
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编辑推荐

《字体改革》由大连理工大学出版社出版。
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精彩短评

1、全新的！又划算！！！超级棒
2、好图好纸好装帧
3、很赞很赞~~~字体绝对是设计中很重要的一部分，让我想起去年529兔兔的“字体之美”的讲座...可
惜一年多了对字体选择的驾驭还是没有轻车熟路啊~
4、灵感+3
这本书超赞，总会给人以启发
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